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We continue to empower women in Mali in the face of Covid 19

Hello Friends. Before we highlight our recent achievements, I first want 

to offer my deepest heartfelt apology for the hiatus in sharing our latest 

report to you. We appreciate beyond words your continued generous 

support and are so excited to catch you up on our progress. We have all 

been incredibly busy and our volunteers have been working so hard that 

time simply got away from us. Our team has recently grown with the 

addition of new members (Mame Diouf, Dr. Amy Sindler, Dr. Daouda 

Sagnon, Lydie Yora Wedrago, Dramane Lansar and more) and I now 

have the much-needed support to take a step back and reflect on all that 

we have been working on.

As you are aware, Mali is country with multiple problems, which are linked to land access and 

we have faced many challenges. These challenges have slowed 

us down in some regards, but we have made great strides in the 

advancement of our overall mission. For example, a single 

woman’s agricultural yield of peanuts was 3300 pounds and 

we added  4-new purse lines and expanded into a 4th and 

5th West African Countries, Guinea and Burkina Faso.

We also planted 1200 moringa trees, which is directly contributing to our mission of creating 

sustained food production and generates income for the women working the land. Recently, 

we trained 3 more women how to design beautiful materials and how to make purses using 

the actual material they created! Our purses have been a huge success and to date we have 

sold 2,571 items including 717 large purses, 526 Happy Hour purses, and 1328 wallets! This 

generated over $162,000 in revenue with all the profits given back to the rural women, their 

families and the schools. 
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The response received from our designs and hand-made

products has been so remarkable that we met the urgent

need by expanding our product-line. and creating our own

brand! We are so excited to let you know that our products

will now reach global markets through AGILE 

International’s global market-opening affiliate, Djimi Djama 

(pronounced Jimi Jama), which is a social enterprise that 

will facilitate access to local and global markets to support rural communities. Djimi Djama is 

restructuring the future of women in Africa by connecting authentic African goods and 

services to the world.

We are continuously evolving and expanding our partnerships to provide innovative 

mobile-learning and educational opportunities to more and more people within 

communities. It pleases me so much that we are growing and positively impacting 

the lives of so many women in West Africa. Our mission has always been to work 

with the existing cultures to change millions of lives! We are succeeding through 

sustainable food innovation, education and entrepreneurial empowerment to 

secure families’ future for generations to come. 

These expansions are all strategic as they 

provide us with diverse cultures, skills, and 

products to keep our customers interested and 

coming back. As we continue to work on 

providing better access to water, our main priority 

for this project, we must work on access to the 

market which complements our donor’s effort in 

achieving our mission. 

Access to water could not be more crucial in 

times of covid-19. DONATE to provide access to 

water for AGRICULTURE and HYGIENE.

Ways to Help
Donations are the best way to help 

Agile International to continue our

important work.

HELP WOMEN FIGHT 
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Ancient Mali tip to protect 

your immune system
Malians’ #1 respiratory defense product is 

organic unprocessed 100% pure shea 

butter. It keeps germs and insects away. 

We, Malians rub shea butter on our 

hands, face, throat and in our nose. It is a 

food that can be eaten directly in its pure 

form or used like dairy 

butter, but better than 

butter! It relieves stubborn

cough and sore throat.

Malians’ #1 way to build 

the immune system is to

eat moringa.


